Reference management
(Harvard style – one version)

• Purpose: Show your readers where you have found your material.
• Reference lists are usually found on the last pages in books and articles.
• There are several styles and versions. Consistency and clarity are the basic virtues whichever style you use!
• This short Harvard overview is based on:
• See also more information about how to avoid plagiarism:
  http://bi.lnu.se/Refero_eng/1intro.php

Compiled by Krister Johannesson. Updated 2015-09-21

Citations in the text

Refer to works by stating the author's last name and year of publication (e.g. Foster 2005). Use comma after year if you add page number/s/.

If you quote a work, use quotation marks:

Thorlund Jepsen, Seiden, Ingwersen, Björneborn and Bolund (2004) remind us that “the location and the content of Web publications are easily changed” (p. 1240).

In a Swedish text:

Thorlund Jepsen, Seiden, Ingwersen, Björneborn och Bolund (2004) påminner oss om att “the location and the content of Web publications are easily changed” (s. 1240).
**Book references**


... (Davies, Studer & Warren 2006; Dawson 2005; Friberg 2012; Zobel 2004)


---

**Chapters and articles in edited books**

Foster (2005)...

... (Foster 2005)


In a Swedish text ("i", not “In”; “s./ss.”, not “p./pp.”):

Conference papers

Jeyakumar and Shanmugavelayutham (2011) ...
... (Jeyakumar & Shanmugavelayutham 2011)


[in this case, the conference paper has been published in book form - cf chapters and articles in edited books]

Journal article references

Thorlund Jepsen, Seiden, Ingwersen, Björneborn and Borlund (2004) have written an article. Thorlund Jepsen et al. are more than three authors.

... (Thorlund Jepsen, Seiden, Ingwersen, Björneborn & Borlund 2004) ...
(Thorlund Jepsen et al. 2004)


[... volume(issue [needed at least when page numbering starts again in each issue]), pages [if you write in Swedish, use ss. instead of pp.]. DOI [if available]]
Electronic journal articles

Virkus (2003) ...
... (Virkus 2003)


[in this case, there is no digital object identifier (DOI)]

Reports

In a Swedish text:

Hersaeus och Svahn (2011) ...
... (Hersaeus & Svahn 2011)


[the title of the series has been added after the title of the report]
In a Swedish text:

Rosman och Fag (2013) ...
... (Rosman & Fag 2013)


Web pages

Municipalities with IPv6 (2014) ...
... (Municipalities with IPv6 2014)


[in this case, no author has been identified]
Software

Skiljan (2013) ...
... (Skiljan 2013)

Available: http://www.irfanview.com/

In a Swedish text:

Tillgänglig: http://www.irfanview.com/

Movie clips

Learn how to use IrfanView and explore its features (2009) ...
... (Learn how to use IrfanView and explore its features 2009) ...

*Learn how to use IrfanView and explore its features* (2009)
[video]. Toronto: Butterscotch.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vsfEY4IpDxc [2013-12-04]

[in this case, there is no “author“/personal creator]
Unpublished PowerPoint presentation

Fischer (2013) ...
... (Fischer 2013) ...


In a Swedish text:


---

Personal communication

Personal communications are only cited in the text. This includes recollections and personal notes from lectures, where there is no written (e.g. PPT) presentation available to support the citation. Ask the person in question for permission before you cite.

In a lecture, Doe¹ says ...

¹ John Doe, Senior Lecturer in Computer Science, lecture November 14, 2013.